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By Janet Lynn Stevens

Leaving Home Going Home is a memoir by internationally renowned author
and speaker Janet Lynn Stevens. The book follows Stevens' journey from
leaving her small town in Iowa to becoming a successful entrepreneur and
businesswoman. The second edition of the book includes new information
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about Stevens' life and career, as well as tips for others on how to achieve
their dreams.

Stevens was born and raised in a small town in Iowa. She left home at the
age of 18 to pursue her dreams of becoming a successful businesswoman.
She started her own company, which quickly became one of the most
successful businesses in her industry. Stevens has since written several
books about her experiences, and she has become a sought-after speaker
on the topics of success, business, and women's empowerment.

In Leaving Home Going Home, Stevens shares her story of leaving her
small town and pursuing her dreams. She talks about the challenges she
faced along the way, and she offers advice for others who are looking to
achieve their own dreams. The book is full of inspiration and practical
advice, and it is a must-read for anyone who is interested in success.

What's New in the Second Edition?

The second edition of Leaving Home Going Home includes several new
features, including:

New chapters on Stevens' life and career

Updated information on Stevens' company

New tips for others on how to achieve their dreams

A new foreword by best-selling author Jack Canfield

The second edition of Leaving Home Going Home is a valuable resource
for anyone who is looking to achieve their dreams. Stevens' story is



inspiring, and her advice is practical and actionable. The book is a must-
read for anyone who is interested in success.

Order Your Copy Today!

Leaving Home Going Home: Second Edition with New Information is
available now on Amazon.com and other online retailers. Order your copy
today and start your journey to success!

Order Now
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We Were 12 At 12:12 On 12/12/12: Adventure
Travel Tales
On December 12, 2012, at exactly 12:12 pm, a group of 12 individuals
embarked on a unique travel journey. They had planned this trip for
months, and they were...
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Unveiling Adventure and Ecotourism in Edward
James' Surrealist Garden: Las Pozas Xilitla
Nestled amidst the lush greenery of the Huasteca Potosina region in
Mexico, Las Pozas Xilitla is an otherworldly paradise that harmoniously
blends art,...
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